Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present the existence theorem for functional-differential inclusions of the form D(t,xt)6 FCt,*t) where F is a multivalued mapping having a Caratheodory selector and taking as its values nonempty closed compact but not necessarily convex or nonempty closed convex subsets of R n and D is a single-valued mapping with values in R n . We extend the results of J.K. Hale [4] on the functional-differential inclusions of neutral type.
Notations and definitions
Suppose r>0 is a given real number, R -(-00 , + oo), R n is a If 6eR, a»0 and x€C([® -r ,0+a] ,R n ), then for any tc [6 ,6+a] ,
we define x e C by x 18) -x(t«-8)f -r<9«0.
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By P(X), CC1(X) and Comp(X) we denote the spaces of all nonempty, nonempty closed convex and nonempty closed compact, respectively, subsets of metric spaces X.
Let (T,-T 7 ) be a measurable space, X be a metric space. A set-valued function F: T--P(X) is said to be measurable (weakly measurable), if {t e T:F(t) nu t 0}ef for every closed (open) set UcX (see [3] ).
If F:Y--P(X), where Y is a topological space, then the assertion that F is measurable (weakly measurable) means that F is mea- Definition L. For a given 5eR, J e CQr and It we say that x is a solution of inclusion Cl) with initial value $ at 6 or simply a solution through {6,$), if there is an a>0 such that x is a solution of Cl) on [S'-r,6+a) and x<j -Definition 5. Let T be measurable space and X be a metric space. A function f: TxT--R n is said to be a Caratheodory selector of a set-valued function F: T*X -CCl(R n ), if f is a selector for F and f is such that fC' ,x) is measurable for xe X and fCt,*) is continuous for t € T. Proof. A function x is a solution of (1) through (S, §) if there is an a>0 such that x£ C([<5-r ,0+a) ,R n ) and (a) f(t,0 is continuous for each fixed teR,
Clearly, f is a Caratheodory selection for F. Then x is a solution of (1) through (6,0), whenever there is an a>0 such that x satisfies | D(t,xt) 6 F(t,xt) for a.e. t6 [0,S+a] (2) In what follows, we shall denote § © z by £© z.
Let us observe that the functional-integral equation (3) is equivalent to the following one t D(t,($© z) t ) = D(e,$) +Ji(T,{ §®
z) r ) dr 
. Therefore, by (3 ), * is a sol ut i on of (1) t hr ough i f x(t) --( £© z)Ct) for t e [ j }-r, 0+a] and z sati sfi es i j U. Ci © c) t )z t -DU, (^©0) t ) -t -°V z t z V )dr for a,e -t e (6) z6 -0.
Usi ng t he fact t hat D is at omi c at 0 on S2, we have (as l ong a (7) for a.e. te [0 , ®+a] , 
